Abstract—In this paper, we make use of a multiple-kernel scheme as a guide to exploit the transform kernel selection strategy of the hybrid video coding. We have found that the kernel selection tendency lies in a feature which can be extracted from a pair of kernels. We propose using the IK(1,2,1) kernel for I- and P-Frames and the IK(5,7,3) kernel for B-Frames for the H.264 Video Coding Standard. This gives a good improvement in terms of the PSNR and bitrate compared to those using a single kernel in the H.264 (JM 12.2) and the multiple-kernel schemes available in the literature. We also generalize a feature extracted from a pair of kernels to form a feature extracted from a group of many kernels. This collection of corresponding operation points forms the Macroblock-Level Kernel Galaxy (MLKG). Regarding to the robustness and ease of visualizing the performance, we also propose using the MLKG as a guide to design a single-kernel transform coding process for possible future video coding standards.

I. INTRODUCTION

The hybrid video coding has been investigated for more than twenty years and this efficient coding is achieved by making use of both the advantages of predictive coding and transform coding. The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [1][2][3] and subsequently the Integer Cosine Transform (ICT) [4] have been used as the major kernel for transform coding. This is especially true for the H.264 which heavily makes use of the ICT as the transform kernel [5].

In order to improve the coding efficiency, some researchers proposed using a dual kernel system with an alternative sine transform kernel for the H.264 [6][7]. Others argued that a dual kernel system with an alternative DCT-like transform kernel has a better performance [8]. One common point to the approaches is that they used the Rate-Distortion Optimization (RDO) [9] to select the preferred kernel, which is considered as a trial-and-error approach. In this paper, we examine the results generated by the RDO on multiple kernels and further exploit the physics behind. In Section II, we review the multiple-kernel scheme. In Section III, we show the kernel selection tendencies when a multiple-kernel scheme is applied in the H.264 through experimental work. In Section IV, we explain the kernel selection process using a graphical approach. In Section V, we propose a new concept — a feature may be extracted from a pair of kernels and has a crucial effect to the kernel selection process. In Section VI, we make use of the newly-found features and propose using one kernel for each type of frames in the H.264 without employing the multiple-kernel scheme. In Section VII, we further extend the pair of kernels into a group of many kernels to form a Macroblock-Level Kernel Galaxy (MLKG). We show that MLKG is a good tool for testing, grading and eventually determining new kernels for a video coding scheme. Future directions on designing transform coding process are also suggested. In Section VIII, conclusions are drawn.

II. REVIEW OF THE MULTIPLE-KERNEL SCHEME

The kernels of Integer Cosine Transform mentioned in this paper are denoted as IK(a,b,c) and its complete form is shown in (1). They may also be denoted as (a,b,c) for the sake of simplicity if no ambiguity is found (such as those in TABLE III). Note that the template of integer kernel is orthogonal.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  a & a & a \\
  b & c & -a \\
  -b & -a & a \\
  -c & b & -c
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \(a, b\) and \(c\) are all integer values. For example, the H.264 default integer kernel (H.264 Kernel) is denoted as IK(1,2,1), i.e. \(a = 1, b = 2\) and \(c = 1\) [5].

Let us also simplify the representation of multiple-kernel scheme in the transform coding process, and name it as the Adaptive Kernel Mechanism (AKM) in this paper. The AKM aiming to achieve high coding efficiency is a kernel selection process at the transform coding stage of hybrid video coding. It employs the coding cost calculated by the RDO as the kernel selection criterion. After kernel selection, the encoder will generate a sequence of signaling bits which is the overhead of employing the AKM. In [8], the authors proposed a new DCT-like kernel — IK(5,7,3), and subsequently proved that the AKM comprising of the IK(1,2,1) and the IK(5,7,3)
has higher coding efficiency compared to the conventional single kernel arrangement of the H.264. Hence, in this paper, the IK(1,2,1) and the IK(5,7,3) are used for investigations.

III. KERNAL SELECTION TENDENCIES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF FRAMES

After employing the AKM, we further examined the results by the types of frames, and found that there exist different kernel selection tendencies for different types of frames. As it is shown in TABLE I, most macroblocks of I- and P-Frames are selected to be coded with the IK(1,2,1), while most macroblocks of B-Frames are selected to be coded with the IK(5,7,3). The overwhelming kernels are shown in the table and their counterparts are omitted since they can obviously be deduced. We can see that for all sequences, the results are mainly uniform. Note that TABLE I has only shown the kernel selection tendency at \( QP = 27 \). Nevertheless, as \( QP \) increases, although the selection bias is not so obvious as it is shown in TABLE I, the bias still exists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>I-Frame coded with IK(1,2,1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCIF</td>
<td>Container 80.49 96.05 85.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreman 92.71 94.25 97.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silent 97.92 94.25 97.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIF</td>
<td>Paris 93.63 88.24 99.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreman 85.28 94.30 95.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile 98.20 96.96 99.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tempete 98.21 95.12 99.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD (720p)</td>
<td>BigShips 87.80 97.32 73.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City 93.48 97.79 85.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crew 73.01 90.49 89.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Night 87.29 92.29 98.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShuttleStart 85.35 97.33 74.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above observation severely conflicts with our “common understanding” on the relationship among I-, P- and B-Frames and the property of the DCT kernel. On one hand, as the prediction level increases (from I to P then B), the input data fed for the DCT process become less and less correlated. On the other hand, the DCT Kernel has strong decorrelation property compared to the H.264 Kernel. What we can derive from the “common understanding” is that for input data with strong correlation (I-Frame data) the IK(5,7,3) is preferred, while for input data with less correlation (B-Frame data) the IK(1,2,1) is preferred.

IV. KERNAL SELECTION PROCESS USING A GRAPHICAL APPROACH

The “common understanding” may be too general to properly explain the above observations. Firstly, by examining the residuals that needed to be transform coded (decided by the H.264 encoder – Joint Model (JM) Ver 12.2 [10]), we found that the residuals from different types of frames are not so different in terms of correlation. Having this in mind, in order to explain why only one of the two kernels is overwhelmingly selected, we must investigate the kernel selection process – Rate-Distortion Optimization (RDO) which is shown as follow

\[
J = D + \lambda \cdot R
\]

where \( J \) is the “decisive cost”, \( D \) denotes the “quality”, \( R \) denotes the “cost” and scalar \( \lambda \) is the Lagrange Multiplier. As we can see from (2), a large \( \lambda \) means a more emphasis on the issue of “cost”, while a small \( \lambda \) means a more emphasis on the issue of “quality”.

The kernel selection process using RDO can be explained by an example as shown in Fig. 1. \( P_1 \), \( P_2 \) and \( P_3 \) are three possible operation points that can be selected. When the criterion of selection is determined (which means that \( \lambda \) is a fixed value), we draw a family of parallel lines passing through all the operation points. The operation point by which the line with the smallest intersection \( J \) on \( D \)-axis passed is exactly the best one we are searching for. Hence, in Fig. 1, \( P_1 \) is the best operation point since the line passing through it has the smallest intersection value as shown by the shaded \( J_1 \).

By employing the AKM for the H.264, each macroblock will be coded using IK(1,2,1) and IK(5,7,3), and then selected by the RDO. The operation points for a macroblock by IK(1,2,1) and IK(5,7,3) are usually in different locations on the RD-plane. In order to avoid confusion when more than one macroblocks are simultaneously shown on the same RD-plane, we deliberately connect operation points of the same macroblock by a line segment which is often used to represent a macroblock coded by two kernels. As will be shown later, for two kernels with not so large performance gap, the slope of line segment is usually a negative value. For convenience, we denote the negation of slope of line segment by \( k \). For different kernel selection criteria, the relationship between \( \lambda \) and \( k \) differs hence the optimal operation point differs (the shaded \( J \) represents the optimal cost), which is shown in Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2 (b). More specifically, the relationship between \( \lambda \) and \( k \) and the subsequent selection of optimal point is concluded in TABLE II.
same direction. The contents of macroblocks differ from one to another, line segments may span across the whole RD-plane. As we can see the bottom-right one is the operation point of the IK(1,2,1). Since the interpretation is also similar and valid for P- and B-Frame, except that most macroblocks of the B-Frames are better coded with the IK(5,7,3).

According to our testing, as QP increases (resulted in an increase in \( \lambda \)), \( k \) also increases, which continues to preserve the kernel selection tendencies. Using a curve fitting algorithm for different video sequences and QPs, we have found the relationship between \( k \) and QP shown as follow

\[
k = k_0 \cdot 2^{(QP/3)}
\]

where \( k_0 \) is a scalar.

Subtracting (4) from (3), we get

\[
\lambda - k = 2^{(QP/3)} \cdot (2^{-4} s - k_0)
\]

We thus arrive at a crucial conclusion that whether \( \lambda > k \) or \( \lambda < k \) is independent of the value of QP. Hence we propose to adopt \( k_0 \) as the feature which can be extracted from a pair of kernels.

According to various experiments we have carried out (see the Appendix for the other two experimental results which do not show good kernel selection tendencies), we found that this feature does not exist when any of the two kernels is not DCT-like. In other words, the feature only exists provided that both kernels are DCT-like kernels.

A DCT-like kernel is a kernel that is similar to the DCT Kernel as in (1), in a further sense that it preserves the ratios among coefficients as much as possible. The similarity can be indirectly measured by the Percentage Error of \( a/b \) and \( c/b \) of the new kernel to those of the DCT Kernel. After some mathematical derivation, we reached

\[
\text{Percentage Error} = \left| \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{a}{b} \right)^2 + 1 + \frac{c}{b} - 1 \right|
\]

where \( b \) and \( c \) are the coefficients mentioned in (1), and \( b_{DCT} \) and \( c_{DCT} \) are the corresponding coefficients of the DCT Kernel.

The feature is important because 1) it widely exists in pairs of two kernels provided they are DCT-like; and 2) it is independent of QP. It can serve as a theoretical support for us to replace the AKM [8], and turn using only one appropriate kernel for each type of frames which has a unique criterion described by the value of \( \lambda \). For example, we have two candidate kernels IK(1,2,1) and IK(5,7,3) and we want to determine which kernel is a better choice for each type of frames. The approach for kernel determination is described as follow:

![Fig. 2. Selection of the optimal operation point: (a) when \( \lambda > k \), the optimal operation point is IK(5,7,3); and (b) when \( \lambda < k \), the optimal operation point is IK(1,2,1).](image-url)
**Step 1.** Select a particular type of frames for kernel determination, for example, I-Frame.

**Step 2.** Set the QP to a reasonable value.

**Step 3.** Encode each macroblock repeatedly using IK(1,2,1) and IK(5,7,3) and record down the MSE and the number of bits used for plotting the corresponding line segment.

**Step 4.** Plot the line segment for every macroblock in an RD-plane, and examine the distribution of slopes of line segments. If the distribution is in single-modal, calculate the average slope of this macroblock; if not, this pair of kernels is not suitable for this algorithm.

**Step 5.** Compare the value of \( \lambda \) with the \( k_{ave} \) (average slope), and the preferred kernel is thus determined.

**Step 6.** Return to Step 1 to determine the preferred kernel for other types of frames (i.e. P- or B-Frame) if necessary.

Note that the above steps need only to undergo one particular QP since the selection is mainly independent of QP.

**VI. PROPOSE KERNELS FOR THE H.264**

When we turn to look at the special case – the H.264, we can have a clear conclusion on its kernel determination. Because most kernels of the AKM are DCT-like kernels, one pair of kernels often has a feature which leads the encoder to select one particular kernel for most macroblocks for that type of frames as indicated in Fig. 3. Given that for most macroblocks the best kernel is predetermined by its frame type, it is reasonable to propose using only one particular kernel for all macroblocks of each type of frames since the computational complexity is much lowered and overhead is removed by using a single kernel when the coding efficiency can mainly be maintained.

Hence, we propose using IK(1,2,1) for I- and P-Frames, and IK(5,7,3) for B-Frames. We also evaluate the performance of AKM using IK(5,7,3) as a comparison, since this arrangement has a better performance than the AKM with an alternative sine transform kernel. We implemented our proposed method and the AKM in JM Ver 12.2, and our evaluation is in-line with the “Recommended Simulation Common Conditions” suggested by VCEG [12]. We used the Bjontegaard Metric [13] to measure both changes of Bitrate and PSNR. The evaluation results are shown in the TABLE III.

As we can see from the table, the AKM already outperforms the H.264 Default Scheme, and our proposed scheme performs even better. The proposed method has an average PSNR increase of 0.1526 dB, while the AKM has an average PSNR increase of 0.1491 dB. The bitrate saving for the proposed method can achieve 3.39% on average,
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VI. USE MACROBLOCK-LEVEL KERNEL GALAXY FOR KERNEL INVESTIGATION FOR FUTURE STANDARDS

As we have mentioned in the above section when \( \lambda \) is given, \( k_0 \) is a good feature to let us determine the preferred kernel when a pair of kernels is given. Given that the relationship is robust, it is also intuitive to further expand the pair of two kernels into a group of many kernels in the hope that more kernels can also form a stable pattern. Note that we mainly use DCT-like kernels because the performances of other kernels are not sufficiently good and not so robust as the DCT-like kernels as we have mentioned before. We name the collection of operation points of kernels as a Macroblock-Level Kernel Galaxy (MLKG). As its name indicates, each galaxy shows the capabilities of different kernels encoding the same macroblock. We have carried out tests using the AKM with four DCT-like kernels. We extracted the RD-data for all macroblocks and visualized a portion of them by the MLKGs as shown in Fig. 5. Let us also show the average performances of the four kernels in Fig. 4.

According to the experiments (one is shown in Fig. 4), the patterns of MLKGs are mainly stable and similar for all macroblocks, which indicate the feature between two kernels can be generalized to a feature extracted from a group of kernels. This feature is the topology among all operation points. Fig. 4 shows a simple application using MLKG. We aim at choosing a good kernel for efficient coding but at the same time, keep the computational complexity at a reasonable level. The optimal point therefore does not sit at the boundaries of the galaxy (i.e., \( P_3 \)) but inside it, balancing the coding efficiency and computational complexity. Hence \( P_2 \) is the best operation point and subsequently \( K_2 \) is the preferred kernel for this type of frames.

The experimental results give us a strong confidence in using the MLKG approach to help design single-kernel transform coding process for future video coding standards. We propose the kernel determination process as follow:

\textbf{Step 1.} Use one DCT-like kernel to get an optimized \( \lambda \).

\textbf{Step 2.} Use MLKG to selection one kernel from many DCT-like kernels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Improvement over the H.264 Default Scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCIF</td>
<td>Container</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIF</td>
<td>Paris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tempete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD</td>
<td>BigShips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(720p)</td>
<td>Night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ShuttleStart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. A Simple Application of the MLKG which shows the various performances of different kernels for the I-Frame of Sequence Tempete at \( QP = 24 \). Each point represents the average of all operation points of one particular kernel. The family of lines represents the kernel selection criterion \( \lambda \).
Step 3. Repeat Step 1 and 2 for different QPs to ensure the correctness.

The first step is usually performed for a one kernel standard, to find a \( \lambda \) to optimize the coding efficiency. It is the basic starting point, and our kernel determination process will work around the starting point to do the refinement. We do not expect that the refinement can double the coding efficiency which is impossible, however, it really can achieve even higher performance through the selection of the best kernel.

The MLKG can even visualize the performances of non-DCT-like kernels. However, the relative positions of operation points of these kernels do not form a regular pattern which means that their performances are non-stable.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we make use of the AKM as a start to exploit the kernel selection tendencies. We have found that the slope of a pair of DCT-like kernels forms an important feature for kernel selection. (The in-depth physics behind the feature will be a good subject to be explored.) According to our findings, we also propose using the IK(1,2,1) for I- and P-Frames and the IK(5,7,3) for B-Frames for the H.264. We also generalize the feature extracted from a pair of kernels to a feature extracted from a group of many kernels, and name the collection of corresponding operation points as MLKG. Regarding to the robustness and ease of visualizing the performance, we also propose using MLKG as a guide to design single-kernel transform coding process for future video coding standards, such as the H.265.
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APPENDIX

The RD-graph of kernels IK(1,2,1) and IK(1,1,1) is shown in Fig. 6, and the RD-graph of kernels IK(1,2,1) and IST is shown in Fig. 7. The line segments of either case are pointing to every direction, which means that there is no feature can be extracted from the slopes of the line segments. Note that comparing to the corresponding subfigures in Fig. 7, Fig. 6 (b) and (f) do depict some kernel tendencies. An explanation may be given that the kernel IK(1,1,1) is not fully DCT-like but it is actually more similar to the DCT kernel than the IST Kernel.

Fig. 6. Visualizing the performances of a DCT-like kernel IK(1,2,1) and a non-DCT-like kernel IK(1,1,1) for Sequence Tempete at QP = 24. Note that the \( \lambda \)'s for kernel selections are shown using red color. (a) Line segments of all macroblock of I-Frame. (b) The distribution of the slopes of line segments of I-Frame. (c) Line segments of all macroblock of P-Frame. (d) The distribution of the slopes of line segments of P-Frame. (e) Line segments of all macroblock of B-Frame. (f) The distribution of the slopes of line segments of B-Frame.
Fig. 7. Visualizing the performances of a DCT-like kernel IK(1,2,1) and a IST Kernel for Sequence Tempete at QP = 24. Note that the λ’s for kernel selections are shown using red color. (a) Line segments of all macroblock of I-Frame. (b) The distribution of the slopes of line segments of I-Frame. (c) Line segments of all macroblock of P-Frame. (d) The distribution of the slopes of line segments of P-Frame. (e) Line segments of all macroblock of B-Frame. (f) The distribution of the slopes of line segments of B-Frame.
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